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The Arcade Tomb of Šempeter 
in Savinjska dolina, Slovenia

ANDREJA MAVER

The site lies in the valley of the Savinja River, in the vicinity of Celje 
(Celeia). This valley has formed an important communication route since 
prehistoric times, as it continued to do in the Roman period. At that time 
this route connected Italy to its provinces of Noricum and Pannonia, run-
ning towards the Danube and taking in on the way the cities of Aquileia, 
Emona, Celeia and Poetovio, besides others. Šempeter v Savinjski dolini 
likewise represented a point on this route, where it crossed the Savinja.1 

The Šempeter cemetery was quite an extensive one. Two sections of 
it have so far been excavated: beneath the church of St Peter in the years 
1952–1955, and to the east of it between 1964 and 1967. Furthermore, a 
number of stone fragments have been found by chance; some of these 
were, or even still are, built into houses. The first section of the cemetery 
yielded the most impressive finds so far made. This was discovered by 
chance, when digging for gravel. Immediately after several white marble 
blocks and sculptures had been discovered, systematic excavation com-
menced. Four consecutive years of work yielded many blocks, fragments 
and chippings of marble and, to a lesser extent, also of sandstone. A sub-
stantial number of the pieces were reconstructed to make four tombs, now 
proudly standing in the archaeological park at the very site where they 
were originally brought to light. Moreover, a number of stelae and ash-
chests were discovered, the latter hewn from sandstone. Of importance for 
the purposes of this article, however, are the remaining marble fragments. 
In their case, the initial assumption was that they must belong to several 
large, but different, tombs, the form of which could not be determined 
for lack of evidence. A re-evaluation of these pieces was conducted by 
Gabrielle Kremer.2

1  Josip Klemenc, Začasno poročilo o izkopavanju v Šempetru, Arheološki vestnik 
6, 1955, 291–312; Josip Klemenc, Vera Kolšek, Peter Petru, Antične grobnice v 
Šempetru, Katalogi in monografije 9, Ljubljana 1972; Vera Kolšek, Vzhodni del 
antične nekropole v Šempetru, Katalogi in monografije 14, Ljubljana 1977.

2 Gabrielle Kremer, Antike Grabbauten in Noricum, Österreichisches Archäolo-
gisches Institut, Sonderschriften 36, Wien 2001, 74–76, Abb. 37; 84–97, Abb. 
56, 58, 59; 99, Abb. 63.
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After a thorough re-examination, the constituent pieces began to 
make sense as a single tomb, large and rather more complex than those 
previously reconstructed.3 Named the ‘Arcade Tomb’ after an architectural 
feature, it is the fifth tomb of the Šempeter cemetery to be reconstructed. 
This new attempt at a reconstruction offers the most complete and detailed 
presentation of the tomb so far attempted – of its form, on one hand, and of 
its size, on the other (Fig. 1).

3 Andreja Maver, The Arcade Tomb in Šempeter, Slovenia – An attempt at a 
reconstruction, Arheološki vestnik 55, 2004, 343–414.

Fig. 1.   Šempeter in Sa-
vinjska dolina, computer 
model of the Arcade 
Tomb.
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FORM OF THE TOMB

The Arcade Tomb belongs to a group of Roman funerary monuments with 
the upper part taking the form of an aedicula. The tomb is basically a tri-
partite structure with socle, aedicula and roof. More precisely, the recent 
attempt at reconstruction proposes a tomb composed of a one- or, more 
probably, two-tiered socle with an accentuated vertical division. The body 
of the socle is inserted between the steps beneath and the stylobate above, 
separated from both by upper and lower mouldings. Above the stylobate 
there is an open, columned upper storey with a separately made canopy 
in the ample interior and arcades spanning the columns. This storey is an 
aedicula with two free-standing columns and two pilasters on the sides, 
and probably four free-standing columns with a wider central intercolum-
niation on the front side (Fig. 2). Under the canopy, the aedicula also held 
the images of the deceased. As regards the latter, the sizes of both the 

canopy and the upper storey suggest statues rather than alternative forms 
of self-representation. The tomb is covered by a gabled roof, topped by a 
ridge cap with acroteria.

Fig. 2.   Šempeter in Savinjska dolina, drawing of the front side of the tomb from 
the stylobate upwards.
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SIZE OF THE TOMB

The measurements of the Arcade tomb bespeak an impressive funerary 
monument. They exceed the dimensions of other tombs of Šempeter in 
width, depth and height. At the epistyle, the most completely preserved 
and certain of the courses, the tomb is 4.35–4.55 m wide and 3.68 m deep. 
The minimum height of the tomb is 8.14–8.23 m including – or 7.79–7.88 
m not including – the stylobate. However, with the addition of the probable 
two-tiered socle, the height is estimated to be over 9.60 m.

Fig. 3.   Šempeter in Savinjska dolina, photo of the left side of the epistyle with 
the decoration of griffins flanking kantharoi (Photo: Andreja Maver).

DECORATION

The decoration of the Šempeter tombs belongs to the artistic production 
of Noricum and Pannonia. This applies to the Arcade Tomb as well. The 
most flourishing period of the south Norican art runs from the beginning 
of the Marcomannic Wars of Marcus Aurelius to the late-Antonine and 
Severan periods. These products show the iconographic, and partly also 
stylistic, influence of Neoattic Classicism.4 

4 Jože Kastelic, Simbolika mitov na rimskih nagrobnih spomenikih. Šempeter v 
Savinjski dolini, Ljubljana 1998, 183; Peter Kranz, Überlegung zur Herkunft 
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As for the Arcade Tomb, its decoration consists of relief depictions 
within moulded frames. The exception is a statue of a griffin, which is 
carved in the round and served as an acroterion. At the epistyle, the tomb 
was decorated with vines, growing from kantaharoi, on the front, and 
pairs of griffins guarding kantaharoi with fruit, on both sides of the epi-
style (Fig. 3). In the soffits of the arcades we once again encounter vines, 
as well as laurel/olive branches, while on the front the soffits carry depic-
tions of pairs of eagles carrying garlands in their beaks, with a weapon 
frieze in the centre (Fg. 4). The horizontal ceiling was also decorated: 
there we find rosettes, a griffin (?), an eagle (?) and plant motifs, as well 
as an unfinished relief, crowned by a canopy. Further down, between the 
pilasters of the column course, there is a winged female figure. She is 
flanked by cornucopiae filled with fruit (pomegranates and raisins?). The 
canopy is decorated with a marine thiasos and a gorgoneion on the front; 
its ceiling is decorated with rosettes set in coffers, while the soffit bears a 
depiction of a mask surrounded by vines. A marine thiasos reappears on a 
fragment that formed part of either the stylobate or the intermediate frieze 
of the socle.

The socle is the most prominent place for relief depiction on the Nori-
can aedicula tombs, it also hosts the funerary inscription. Unfortunately, 
for the Arcade Tomb very little socle decoration is preserved. What sur-
vives comprises, in the present state of knowledge, merely some naked 
male figures with arms, in a heroic position (Fig. 5). These are visible on 
two or three fragments. Their position within the socle, however, permits 
us to suppose the original presence of altogether eight such reliefs: four on 
the left side, and four on the right side, of the tomb.

Norican tombs in general are densely covered with decoration. Ar-
chitectural elements, too, bear decoration: mouldings, column as well as 
pilaster capitals and shafts. The columns and the pilasters all belong to the 
Corinthian order, their shafts being fluted with reeds in the lower third. 
The mouldings of the horizontal, and probably also on the raking, cornice 
are decorated on all sides, except at the rear. The Lesbian kymation, dentil, 
consoles with acanthus leaves rimmed with a string of beads, and Doric 
kymation succeed each other towards the top. The coffers between the 
consoles include motifs such as a frog and a dolphin, as well as various 
branches and rosettes.

The decoration of the Arcade Tomb also provided clear pointers to 

südnorischer Bildhauerwerkstätten, Akti IV. mednarodnega kolokvija o prob-
lemih rimske provincialne umetnosti, Celje, 8. – 12. maj 1995, Situla 36, 1997, 
141–149: 141, 145, 148; Sascha Priester, Mythenbild und Grabbau: Alkestis, Eu-
ropa, Orest und die Bilderwelt der römischen Nekropole von Šempeter, Kölner 
Jahrbuch 31, 1998, 7–41.
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the date of the tomb, which must belong to the late – perhaps the end of the 
– second century A.D.

TYPOLOGICAL DETERMINATION AND CONTEXT

The Arcade Tomb is composed of three basic parts: a closed socle, an open 
upper storey with columns and a gabled roof. This type of tomb was known 
in Asia Minor already in the fourth century B.C. and later appeared over 
the entire Roman Empire with much variety of architectural elements. The 
tomb form is known in the literature by various names based on different 
criteria: Mausoleumgrundform, mehrstöckige Grabbau, tomba a aedicola 
sul podio, mehrstöckige Aedikulabauten, mausolée, aedicula tomb, among 
others. This plethora of terms well illustrates the difficulty of capturing 
the essence of the type through a single name, when one of its salient char-
acteristics is the above-mentioned freedom of combining individual archi-
tectural elements.5 This eclecticism is clearly evident also in the tombs of 
Šempeter.

The Arcade Tomb is typologically classifiable as an aedicula tomb 
with several intercolumniations: more precisely, an aedicula tomb with a 
portico.6 The upper storey of the tomb reveals a combination of architec-
tural elements hitherto unknown in Noricum or in its vicinity. The exterior 
is formed by an aedicula. This is enlarged relative to the norm, whereby it 

5 Henner von Hesberg, Römische Grabbauten, Darmstadt 1992, 121–123; Kre-
mer, op. cit. (n. 3), 23, Note 82.

6 This determination was first suggested by Gabrielle Kremer (op. cit. (n. 3), 84) 
and was accepted also by the author of the new attempt at a reconstruction. 

Fig. 4.   Šempeter in Sa-
vinjska dolina, drawing 
of the soffites of the front 
epistyle side depicting 
eagles, with a garland in 
their beaks, and a weapon 
frieze.
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gains in the number of its arches, on one 
hand, and in interior space, on the other. 
In the interior there is a separately made 
canopy. We are therefore dealing with 
a mixture of two different tomb forms. 
Each is well known in its own right (in-
cluding in the vicinity of Šempeter), but 
exists in combination within the Arcade 
Tomb. The origin of the form of the Ar-
cade Tomb’s upper storey is therefore 
to be sought in the combination of two 
separate tomb forms (each individually 
familiar to the mason’s workshop) in re-
sponse to the larger-than-usual size of 
the tomb, rather than in a typologically 
equivalent predecessor.

CONCLUSION

The Arcade Tomb is the last in a series of reconstructions of funerary 
monuments in the province of Noricum. The province boasted an exten-
sive, as well as a distinctive, production of funerary monuments, includ-
ing aedicula tombs. Neither its origins nor its chronological development, 
however, have as yet been satisfactorily explained.

As for the tomb itself, it is one of the largest in Noricum. Its size alone 
presupposes substantial means available to the deceased or to the person 
who had the tomb built. Whether these means were linked to a specific 
function, political and/or military, it is too early to tell. In the absence of 
any inscription, it is not even possible to give a name to the deceased. Nor 
does the tomb’s decoration provide any help in that direction. The motifs 
that appear do not include any known to have a representational character, 
such as the sella curulis. Future iconographic research in that direction 
might, nevertheless, yield results and offer additional pieces towards the 
solution of this tomb’s puzzle.

Fig. 5.   Šempeter in Savinjska dolina, 
photo of a socle block bearing the depiction 
of a male nude with arms (Photo: Andreja 
Maver).
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Arkadna grobnica iz Šempetra v Savinjski dolini

POVZETEK

Najdišče leži v dolini reke Savinje, v bližini Celja (Celeia). Tamkajšnje 
grobišče se je raztezalo ob severni strani rimske ceste, medtem ko je ob 
južni strani ceste tekla Savinja. Štiri grobnice s tega grobišča so že rekon-
struirane, pred nedavnim pa je bil podan poskus za rekonstrukcijo še pete, 
to je arkadne grobnice. 

Omenjeni poskus predlaga grobnico, ki je sestavljena iz eno- ali, kar 
je bolj verjetno, dvovrstnega podstavka. Nad njim je stal odprt stebrni del 
s posebej izdelanim baldahinom v prostorni notranjosti, stebre pa so po-
vezovale arkade. Pod baldahinom so bile postavljene podobe pokojnikov. 
Grobnica je bila pokrita z dvokapno streho, ki jo je zaključevalo sleme z 
akroteriji. Arkadna grobnica je tipološko opredeljena kot edikula z več 
interkolumniji, natančneje kot edikula s stebrnim predprostorom. Na epi-
stilnem delu je grobnica merila 4,35–4,55 m v širino in 3,68 m v globino. 
Najmanjša višina grobnice znaša 8,14–8,23 m s stilobatom oziroma 7,79–
7,88 m brez njega. Skupaj z verjetno obstoječim dvovrstnim podstavkom 
pa je višina grobnice ocenjena na več kot 9,60 m.

Okras šempetrskih grobnic spada v umetnostno proizvodnjo Norika 
in Panonije, kar drži tudi za arkadno grobnico. Njen okras tvorijo reliefne 
upodobitve v profiliranih okvirjih z izjemo kipa grifona, ki je izdelan v 
polni plastiki. Med motivi najdemo vinsko trto, ki raste iz kantarov, pare 
grifonov, ki varujejo kantare, polne sadja, vejice lovorja oziroma oljke, 
para orlov z girlando v kljunih, friz z orožjem, krilato žensko figuro, ki je 
obdana s paroma sadja polnih rogov izobilja, morski thiasos, gorgoneion, 
rozete v kasetnih poljih, maskaron, obdan z vinsko trto, ter gole moške 
figure z orožjem, v herojskih pozah. Okras arkadne grobnice pa je pripo-
mogel tudi k časovni umestitvi te grobne arhitekture v pozno 2. stoletje 
n. š. oziroma na konec tega stoletja.


